
Julian from Shopifyauckland.co.nz reached out to Shopifolk (Shopify Employees) one 
hour before being interviewed on Ace the Gram podcast and this is what he received 
back in 15 mins. 
 
 

● Look at what your competitors are doing and note what you like/what you don't like. 
(Copy them!) 
 

● Interact with the people who are interacting with your competitors - (they've already done 
the work to acquire them!) 
 

● Use tools like https://later.com/ to schedule the content to your profile, but use the 
Stories to stay relevant and top of mind. 
 

● I recommend using the creator studio both for FB and for IG i personally believe they will 
end up having more features than all the other planning and scheduler tools being an 
actual FB|IG Product.  
 

● Consistency in posting! -- plan your posts in advance on a calendar so it's easy to 
remember what to post and when 
 

● Brand image cohesiveness - make your page unique and consistent with its posts, that 
way it'll be so much more memorable and exciting. 
 

● Also, timing is vital for posting. Work out when your followers, and the hashtags you use 
are most active and post then. If you post outside of this time, it can easily get lost and 
won't get nearly as many views. 
 

● Don't be too product heavy! -- Instagram is about building a community and emotional 
ties around your brand, don't treat it as a flyer by only pushing product too hard 
 

● Repost customers using/wearing your product and encourage this through a unique 
hashtag/discount/influencers 
 

● use IG as a curation tool; not everything has to be about your business or products. as 
long as you stay on-brand you can use it to share the stuff you love.  
 

● Engagement and building a reputation is huge. Reply to all comments on your posts, if 
someone takes the time to comment on your post go check out their page and 
comment/like their content, go comment on related companies posts, follow hashtags 
and like their photos. If someone tags you in a post, share it on stories. 
 

● Driving a community around your brand rather than the products themselves. 

http://shopifyauckland.co.nz/
https://www.acethegram.com/podcast-2/
https://later.com/


 
● don’t be afraid to be a person. it’s a great opportunity to move beyond the About Us 

page in terms of connecting with your audience as a human 
 

● try not to get caught up in the success of every post. if you’re treating them as data 
points to inform your choices it’ll be much less debilitating than thinking of them as 
failures or bad calls. 
 

● Use Instagram as a way to showcase your brand, and vision - not just your products. 
You have your store to sell your products, your IG can be used to sell your brand - build 
trust, entertain your demographic, even educate them in a more visual way - just make 
sure your photos are the same high quality as your products! 
 

● Hashtag relevancy what is your hashtag science?  
 

● I like to think of IG as the postcard to email marketing’s love letter. Bite-sized chunks of 
rad shit that you want to share. 
 

● Use product tags haha super basic but so handy and not every store has this set up 
 

● I follow a group of wood workers who build huge live edge resin tables, their posting 
consists of what their plan is for the day, how they are going about building the project 
and then the construction of it. The work and care and quality is all portrayed in the 
videos that showcase the product without pushing it. 
 

● I agree with the being a person comments, I like seeing businesses that show the 
'behind the scenes' in their Instagram stories, these are really cool and make you feel 
more connected to the brand! 
 

● You will not grow followers fast enough organically these days to have a significant 
impact on your business. You have to pay to play (both Fb and Insta) 
 

● Reply to EVERY message you get, you’re building a community 
 

● My biggest one would be to ensure that a business also acts as a human. On Instagram, 
people expect brands to act in a socially responsible way; this is a huge topic in itself! 
One way that this comes out, is for brands to make sure that they are building a 
community - they have real discussions with people, reply to comments, start threads, 
interact with other brands, own mistakes, own successes and likewise support other 
individuals and businesses. 
 

● In addition, Instagram performs really well when brands let people into their world - 
behind the scenes content, exclusive content like videos with founders, Instagram Lives 



with no filtering/poses etc. Behind the scenes is a really fantastic way to foster 
community too 
 

● When it comes to paid advertising, testing and learning is key!!! There’s a temptation to 
only run ads that optimise towards conversions, or clicks. However optimising for brand 
awareness, reach and engagement are all crucial pieces of the puzzle too. Often this 
maps well to the decision making funnel (think, acquisition > conversion > retention) so 
that brands can use different ad types (and creative) at different stages of customer 
consideration. Using retargeting and built audiences is part of this as well  
 

● It’s super important to work out what your aims are. Do you want to drive sales? Grow 
your audience? Connect with the audience you already have? Build a community of 
likeminded folks? Branch out and try new things on a test population? If you don’t define 
your aim, you’ll probs struggle with cohesion and motivation. 
 

● tag those products in STORIES!!! Huge game changer for anyone who doesn't have the 
swipe up option (10k and up only) 
 
Shout out to the amazing Shopifolk around the world who answered my call for tips from 
Shopifolk.  
 
Laura, Nikki, Maddie, Tarek, Kate, Michael, Shule, Nick, Matt O, Matt C, Zoe, Natalie, 
Jaya, Morgan and Rebbeca for these amazing Tips -  
 
 
Kind regards, 
 
Julian  (Jules) Bartram 
Shopify 
Follow me on Linkedin 
Shopifyauckland.co.nz 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/julian-bartram-shopify-local/
https://shopifyauckland.co.nz/

